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Summary  
 

In prevention and treatment of equine strongylidoses, an essential factor consists in 
finding precise diagnostic tests, which avoid errors „by missing” which can intervene in the 
case of applying standard methods. Establishing a certitude diagnostic in strongyls 
infestations of equines is meant to help the veterinarian in the exact identification of the 
species involved, establishing the real degree of infestation, as well as in elaborating an 
adequate and efficient therapy protocol, which, in turn, helps preventing and reduction of 
contamination risk of other equines, during animals’ feeding and drinking. 

 
Several methods have been described and used to detect antihelmintic 

resistance with differing sensitivity and reliability in horses: fecal egg count 
reduction test, egg hatch assay, larval development assay and DrenchRite® LDA 
[Craven et al, 1999; Ihler and Bjorn, 1996; Tandon and Kaplan 2004; Withloc et al, 
1980]. All these tests have some negative points: costly in terms of the amount of 
labor required and misinterpretation of results is possible. Use of molecular 
techniques to detect the resistance is not a viable option at present because 
knowledge of the molecular mechanism of antihelmintic resistance is limited and 
mainly confined to the benzimidazole [Tandon and Kaplan 2004].  

Finding out precise diagnostic methods, which avoid errors „by missing” 
that could occur in usual methods using, is essential for prevention and control of 
strongylidosis in horses [Cernea, 2005]. A precise diagnosis in strongylidosis 
infestations in horses helps the veterinary doctor to evaluate the optimal moment 
for treatment, to choose an adequate and efficient therapy procedure, and also to 
avoid the contamination of the grazing field. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
Devising of sensibility and specificity of clinical and laboratory diagnostic  

by using McMaster method, as opposed to that devised through adapted Stoll 
method for quantitative larvohelminthoscopy, has been performed on a 60 equines 
lot (28% of total effective) raised in farm system, in Oşorhei, Bihor County, during 
October-December 2007. Equine fecaes have been sampled, on monthly basis, in 
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order to establish, through laboratory methods, the existence of strongyles 
infestation. For each of the collected samples, both McMaster and Stoll methods of 
diagnostic have been performed, as well as coprocultures. During this research 
period, a total of 180 fecaes samples have been gathered, each sample being 
analysed by three distinct diagnostic methods, resulting a total of 540 tests.  Stoll 
method is recommended for coproscopical identification of stage 1 larvae 
belonging to pulmonary nemathodes. The sensibility of the Stoll method previously 
described has been compared to the McMaster method sensibility. Of all the 
processed samples by McMaster method, coprocultures have been deviced, which 
have been eventually analysed by Stoll method (adapted for quantitative 
larvohelmintoscopy). This was necessary in order to demonstrate the existence or 
inexistence of L3 stage larvae, or falsely negative samples in McMaster method. 

In the Osorhei equines lot, over the entire research period, the presence of 
cholic and anemia syndrome (the aspect of conjunctival and gingival mucose) and 
diahreea,  so as the existence of a correlation between disease simptomatology 
and laboratory diagnostic may be established. 

Sensibility: represents the characteristic of a test to furnish a positive 
answer to an infected individual; it is estimated by the proportion of infected 
individuals which furnish a positive answer to a test. It is calculated with the 
following formula: 

Se=[Ap/(Ap + Fn)]x100  
where:   Se=sensibility 

Ap=truly positive 
           Fn=falsely negative  

 Specificity: represents the characteristic of a test to furnish a negative 
answer to a healthy animal; it is estimated by the proportion of contaminated 
individuals which furnish a negative answer to a test. It is calculated with the 
following formula : 

Sp=[An/(An + Fp)]x 100 
where:   Sp=specificity 

An=truly negative 
            Fp=falsely positive 

 The higher the values of sensibility and specificity, the more exact the 
diagnostic test. 
 

Results and discussions 
 

Research done towards evaluation of McMaster and Stoll coprologic 
diagnostic tests sensibility and specificity, as well as clinically in equine 
strongylidoses revealed different aspects, according to the method employed. It is 
a notable fact that, regardless of the month, the level of strongylidosis intensivity, 
calculated following application of Stoll method is far superior to the one obtained 
by application of McMaster method, although the number of parasitary element is 
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expressed in the same measure unit. The mean number of OPGs over the entire 
research period was 566.66, whereas by employing the Stoll method, 1,202.50 
LPG were determined. By clinical diagnostic, 12 (40%) equines have been 
detected that presented one or more symptoms of digestive strongyls infestation. It 
has been noted that by applying the Stoll method of infestant larvae quantification, 
a total of 42 samples were negative (Pn), while 138 were positive (Pp), the 
sensibility and specificity of this diagnostic test being 100% (fig. 1.1; 1.2; 1.3). By 
applying McMaster diagnostic method it has been noted that a total of 61 samples 
were negative, of which only 42 were truly negative (An), the remaining samples 
(n=19) being falsely negative (Fn), which resulted in a 91.30% test specificity. The 
total number of positive samples was 119, of which truly positive (Ap) were 115, 
and falsely positive (Fp) 4, this indicating a test sensibility of 85.82% (fig. 1.1; 1.2; 
1.3). Through clinical symptomatology monitoring of equines in Osorhei, a total 
number of 163 negative cases have been recorded, of which falsely negative 123 
and truly negative 40, the specificity of this strongylidosis diagnostic method being 
95.23%. On the other hand, 17 positive cases have been recorded, of which 15 
truly positive, the remaining being falsely  positive, so that this method of 
diagnostic’s capacity of detecting positive cases (sensibility) is only 10.86% (fig. 
1.1; 1.2; 1.3). Analysis of these data showed that making coprocultures and their 
subsequent analysis through adapted Stoll method, as compared to McMaster 
method or clinical diagnostic constitutes a much more accurate modality of 
diagnosis in equines strongylidoses. This characteristic has also been shown by 
calculating the total number of negative and falsely negative samples, for the entire 
research period: Stoll - 42 (0% falsely negative), McMaster - 61 (31.14% falsely 
negative) and clinical diagnostic - 163 (75.46% falsely negative) (fig. 1.4). 
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Fig. 1.1. Numerical and percentage distribution of positive (Pp) and negative (Pn) 

samples in Oşorhei equines. 
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Fig. 1.2. Numerical and percentage distribution of truly negative (An) and positive 
(Ap), falsely negative (Fn) and positive (Fp) - in Oşorhei equines 
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Fig. 1.3. Percentage distribution of sensibility and specificity of diagnostic tests by 
clinical examination, McMaster and Stoll methods in Oşorhei equines. 
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Fig. 1.4. Total number of negative and falsely negative samples revealed through 

Stoll method as compared to McMaster method and clinical diagnostic. 
 

Another advantage provided by the use of coprocultures and their 
subsequent analysis by the adapted Stoll method consisted in the possibility of 
identification of a relatively large number of infestant larvae, and consequently 
being able to asses accurately enough the species structure of strongylian 
populations. It is recommended that the Stoll diagnostic method be also applied in 
the cases where equine stongylidoses antihelminthic products efficacy post-
therapeutical check is sought. Even so, trying to apply calculus formulas for 
coproparasitological examinations sensibility and specificity may prove to be a 
wrong approach, due to the fact that strongyls species biological cycles also need 
to be taken into account: long prepatent period, discontinuous coproelimination of 
eggs [Cristina et al, 1999; Cernea, 2007]. When referring to the sensibility and 
specificity of the method employed, results are expressed under the assumption of 
the impossibility of detection of all falsely negative samples by means of 
coproparasitological methods [Kaplan 2002; Monahan 2000].  
 

Conclusions 
 

Research done between October and December 2007 on a 60 household 
breeded equines group in Oşorhei, Bihor County, on sensibility and specificity of 
clinical and lab diagnostic by McMaster method as compared to Stoll method 
adapted for quantitative larvohelminhtoscopy has revealed that: 

- the clinical diagnostic permitted the identification of 12 (40%) cases which 
presented one or more strongyls infestation symptoms. Only two animals have 
concomitentlty shown the symptomatic triade anemia-diarheea-colic (October, 
November 2007), so that the sensibility of this diagnostic was 10.86%, and its 
specificity was 95.23%.  
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- laboratory diagnostic by Stoll method of quantifying infestant larvae (180 
analysed samples) revealed a total of 42 negative samples and 138 positive 
samples, the sensibility and specificity of this diagnostic test being 100%. 
McMaster diagnostic method determined a total of 61 negative samples and 119 
positive samples, its sensibility being 85.82% and its specificity being 91.30%.   
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